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Shock wave criterion for propagating solitary states in driven surface waves
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Highly localized solitary states are observed to propagate along the surface of a thin two-dimensional fluid
layer. The states are driven by means of a spatially uniform, temporally periodic, vertical acceleration~Faraday
experiment! in a highly dissipative fluid. These states are shown to be formed by coupled fronts that propagate,
periodically, as shock waves. A criterion for their formation based on shock initiation is presented. Both the
characteristic form and interaction dynamics of the solitary states can be understood in this picture.
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The concept of solitary states can be found in ma
branches of physics. Solitonlike localized structures
ubiquitous in one-dimensional~1D! integrable systems bu
are rarely observed in dissipative 2D or 3D systems; hen
little is known about their formation and behavior. Rece
studies of extensions to the conservative Kuramo
Sivashinsky and KdV equations@1# show that dissipation
strongly influences solitons. Although solitonlike solutio
were seen to persist, a small amount of dissipation w
enough to cause the collapse of a family of solitons havin
continuum of propagation velocities to a single selec
state. Solitonlike localized states@2# and localized oscillon
solutions @3# have been seen in the complex Ginzbu
Landau equation, a 2D system with dissipation and disp
sion. Physically such solutions exist due to balances betw
either dispersion and nonlinearity or nonlinear amplificat
and dissipation.

Experimentally, propagating temporally intermittent l
calized states in 2D dissipative systems have been obse
in convecting binary mixtures@4# and catalytic oxidation of
CO on a 2D substrate@5#. Stable propagating solitary state
~PSS! occur both on the surface of a spatially uniform, pe
odically accelerated thin fluid layer of viscous fluid@6# and
in colloidal suspensions@7#, where parametrically excited os
cillons @8# undergo a transition to PSS. In contrast to clas
cal solitons that tend to be destroyed upon the introductio
dissipation, PSS occur solely inhighly dissipative systems
Below we will elucidate the governing mechanism for t
transition from standing waves to PSS and show that
criterion for PSS creation coincides with shock wave form
tion. We will then show that this scenario provides an exp
nation for both the intriguing form of PSS and their intere
ing behavior upon collision.

Our experimental system, described at length in Ref.@6#,
is generally used to study the Faraday instability. We dr
the system by spatially uniform acceleration of a fluid lay
in the vertical~parallel to gravity,g) direction with a dis-
placementz(t)5a/v2 sin(vt), wherea andv are the applied
acceleration and angular frequency. The system is fur
characterized byh, n, r, ands defined, respectively, as th
fluid depth, kinematic viscosity, fluid density, and surfa
tension. We performed our experiments in a 14.4 cm dia
eter circular cell mounted on a mechanical shaker provid
vertical acceleration from 0–30g over a frequency range o
14–80 Hz ~providing cell diameter to wavelength ratio
1063-651X/2001/63~3!/035302~4!/$15.00 63 0353
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of 7–30!. Newtonian fluids~properties are described in Re
@6#, and they can be obtained from the Kurt J. Lesker Co
pany! TKO-FF, TKO-300, and TKO-77 were used with 0.
,h,0.6 cm s and n were varied between 29.6–31.
dyn/cm and 0.25–6.7 St, respectively. We determined
instability onset by shadowgraph visualization. Direct vis
alization of the propagating states was performed by s
tered stroboscopic light viewed either from the side or abo
at video frame-rates~using a JAI MV-30! of 60–360 Hz.

The driving frequencyf 5v/(2p) and dimensionless ac
celeration amplitude,G5a/g, can be viewed as the system
control parameters. Experiments were performed by fixinf
and adiabatically increasinga. At a critical value,Gc , the
initially uniform fluid state loses its stability to a stable
~worm-like! elongated confined state. This confined st
~lower right, Fig. 1! is composed of short stripes of statio
ary standing waves oscillating atf /2 with a slow spatial
modulation of the wave amplitude in the direction normal
their crests.

Upon further increase ofG, the confined state loses it
stability in one of two scenarios depending on the value
the dimensionless parameter,d/h, whered5(n/v)1/2 is the
viscous boundary layer depth. Ford/h,0.37, the confined

FIG. 1. A typical phase space of parametrically driven surfa
waves in highly dissipative fluids. Transitions upon increasingG
and hysteretic regions of PSS are indicated. Transitions to confi
patterns~squares! and PSS/patterns~circles! with PSS hysteresis
~triangles! are shown (n53.39St, h50.38 cm!. Insets: Views from
above of PSS, global and confined patterns.
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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state expands and results in global subharmonic pattern s
lar to those observed in previous work@9#. For d/h.0.37,
the system bifurcates to PSS forG typically a few percent
aboveGc . PSS have a large initial amplitude and propag
with a single mean velocity for given values ofh, n andv.
When PSS are excited, no extended wave patterns are
served. The transition to PSS is hysteretic~Fig. 1!, with PSS
persisting 10–15 % belowGc .

The typical structure of PSS as a function of time~Fig. 2!
is independent of both the fluid parameters andv. Unlike the
confined states, PSS reproduce their form at the driving
quency,f. This state consists of a curved leading front fo
lowed by a ‘‘finger’’ of fluid and ending with a low ridge o
fluid whose curvature is opposite that of the leading fro
The fluid directly preceding the state is undisturbed. Up
formation, a PSS propagates along a straight line until
stroyed by collisions with either another PSS or the late
boundaries. Reflections of PSS from the lateral bounda
may also occur.

The position of the leading edge of a PSS as function
time is presented in Fig. 3~a!. In every driving period the
PSS lateral motion occurs in two phases: a rapid jump of
Rjump @indicated by the arrows in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!# fol-
lowed by slow wavelike propagation.Rjump scales withn/h
~see inset!. Rjump /(n/h), which has dimensions of time, ha
no additionaln or v dependence. The jump duration~5–10
msec! is similar to the spreading time of viscous drops im
pinging on a rigid surface@10# and 5–10 times less tha
Rjump /(n/h) ~55 msec!.

FIG. 2. PSS, propagating from right to left;~a! side and~b!
angled views. Heref 530 Hz,n53.39 cm2/s ~St! andh50.38 cm
with 4.2 msec between frames. The vertical dimension, indicate
the 1 cm grid, is scaled to half of the horizontal one. Double arro
indicate Rjump ~see text!. ~c! A schematic view of the fluid flow
within a PSS.
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In Figs. 3~b! and 3~c! we compare the vertical~relative to
the cell’s bottom plate! and lateral motions of the leadin
edge of a typical PSS. The PSS peaks when the plat
approximately at its minimum, with the PSS laggingamin by
20° –40°. The PSS maximum amplitude,Amax, is equal to
about twice the plate stroke,Amax;2a/v2.

In Fig. 3~c! we show the time dependence of the insta
taneous lateral velocity of a typical PSS. During its slo
propagation phase, the wave progresses at velocities of a
half the phase velocity (v/k) of surface waves. In the shor
phase of rapid propagation, PSS propagate nearly an ord
magnitude faster, with maximal lateral velocities occurri
near their minimum amplitude. The sharp increase in P
velocity occurs just after the upward maximal velocity of t
plate, as the PSS’s peak seems to ‘‘impact’’ the plate.

These observations suggest a mechanism for PSS fo
tion from standing waves. Let us first consider the motion
a standing wave in a low viscosity fluid (Gc!1) whose am-
plitude is much lower thanh. In the rest frame of an up
wardly accelerating plate, an initial upward protrusion of t
fluid surface is accelerated downward towards the plate.
momentum within this fluid drives it below the fluid surfac
laterally displacing the fluid beneath it. As long as the a
plitude of the wave is much smaller than the fluid depth,
effect of the bottom plate is negligible and the wave th
forms is, to a good approximation, sinusoidal.

The wave motion changes drastically whenG@1 and the
wave amplitude exceeds the fluid depth. In both oscillon f
mation in two frequency driving@11# and the formation of
pendant drops@12#, a shape-changing transition to high
amplitude, fingerlike waves occurs beyond a critical wa
amplitude. A similar effect occurs in this system. Beyond
critical amplitude, the low amplitude confined state loses s
bility to waves whose amplitude is much larger thanh. When
the wave amplitude is sufficiently large, PSS formation o
curs. This is qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 2~c!. Let us con-
sider an initial large-amplitude wave@Fig. 2~c!,top#, which
occurs when the bottom plate is near its minimum height.
the plate accelerates upward, the fluid within the wave
rapidly accelerated toward the rigid bottom. In a shallo
fluid layer, the high momentum carried by the wave is n
dissipated before the fluid reaches the bottom plate. U
interaction with the plate, the displaced fluid is diverted to

y
s

:

-

FIG. 3. ~a! PSS leading front
position versus time. Inset
Rjump /(n/h) vs n. ~b! Temporal
behavior of the normalized ampli
tude, A(t)/Amax, of the leading
edge~solid squares! vs plate posi-
tion ~solid line!. ~c! The instanta-
neous lateral velocity of a PSS
with time. f 530 Hz, n53.39 St,
h50.38 cm. Inset:f 520–40 Hz,
h50.15–0.38 cm.
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rapid, laterally moving front@Fig. 2~c!, 2nd and 3rd frame#
not evident in a pure standing wave state. A similar inter
tion causes rapidcrater-like cylindrical fronts that are
formed when a fluid drop impacts a rigid surface@10#. In
both PSS formation and fluid-drop impact, this phase
rapid lateral motion is quickly damped~within ;10 ms! due
to both shear with the lower boundary and surface tens
which opposes the large curvature at the tip of the front. T
front now only slowly propagates laterally. It is, howeve
vertically amplified as the plate accelerates downward, sin
for a.g, a Rayleigh-Taylor type mechanism@13,14#, occurs
@Fig. 2~c!, 4th and 5th frame#. Continuing lateral propagation
of the PSS will occur when the amplitude of the latera
moving front becomes large enough to generate a new f
at the next forcing period. Thus, a high-amplitude stand
wave accelerated into the fluid results in shock-like mov
front upon impact with the plate.

The structure of a PSS is now apparent. Upon impac
curved high-amplitude front will generate two new fronts
forward-propagating one of increasing radius and
backward-propagating converging front. The first front b
comes the leading edge of the PSS, while the second fro
focused into the fingerlike trailing wave apparent in Fig.
On successive impacts each high-amplitude leading f
generates both a new leading edge and a new trailing ‘‘
ger.’’ The impact of the finger with the bottom plate creat
the nearly circular ‘‘craterlike’’ structure~see, e.g., the view
of a PSS presented in Fig. 1! at the trailing edge of the PSS

In the above picture, a necessary condition for the form
tion of PSS is the formation of rapidly propagating sha
fronts upon impact with the bottom plate. The fact that t
lateral velocity~130 cm/s in Fig. 3! of the leading edge sig
nificantly exceeds the surface wave group velocity@15,19#
(vg;70 cm/s for the parameters of Fig. 3! suggests tha
these fronts are shock waves. This suggestion is strength
by studies @16# of fluid-drop impact showing that low
velocity impact results in fluid spreading and surface wa
excitation, whereas at high impact velocities a threshold
ists for leading edge jumps that correspond, theoretically
shock waves.

Is shock wave formation asufficientcondition for PSS
creation? Our video rate is too slow to enable precise m
surements ofVPSS, the instantaneous propagation veloc
of PSS.Vplate , the maximal plate velocity, however, pro
vides a good estimate ofVPSS and can be measured to hig
precision. Using the numerical code developed by Kum
and Tuckerman@17#, vg can be calculated for any desire
values of the system parametersv, n, h, and r. If shock
wave formation is indeed a sufficient condition for PSS,
would expect the transition to PSS to occur whenVPSS
;vg , or equivalently, for a critical value ofVplate /vg . In
Fig. 4 we plot the value of this ratio at the transitions fro
patterns to PSS for experiments performed over a wide ra
of v, n, andh. As the figure shows, the criterionVplate /vg
51 is in excellent agreement with the measured transitio

Previous work@6# has shown that the transition from pa
terns to PSS occurs at a critical value of (d/h);0.37. For
comparison, the value ofd/h at the transition is also plotte
in Fig. 4. As the figure shows, this criterion is also consist
03530
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with the transition. We will now show that the two criteri
are roughly equivalent in the range of parameters that is
perimentally accessible. In this parameter range, a good
proximation @13# for Gc is Gc5ac /g;15pn2/(h3g). Thus
@18#, Vplate5ac /v;15pn2/(h3v). As shock formation oc-
curs very near the maximal value ofa, the instantaneous
value of the effective gravity at the moment of shock form
tion is, to a good approximation,ac . At this moment, the
instantaneous value ofvg , estimated using the shallow flui
approximation, isvg;(ach)1/2 ~accurate to within 20%!.
With these approximations,Vplate /vg5(15p)1/2(d/h)2 and
the conditionVplate5vg for the transition to PSS yields
value of (d/h)c 0.4. This estimate agrees well with the e
perimental value of (d/h)c50.37. Although the two criteria
are roughly equivalent in this region of phase space, regi
where it should be possible to differentiate between them
experimentally inaccessible with our present equipment.
feel, however, that the shock formation criterion provides
accurate intuitive picture for the transition that complies w
with the PSS structure described earlier.

Unlike classic solitons, whose interaction results in
simple phase change, interactions of PSS states reve
much richer behavior. Upon colliding, two counterpropag
ing PSS states can either interpenetrate, mutually annih
or, for a nonzero impact parameter, merge into a metast
bound state that decays via emission of two new PSS. T
cal examples of interpenetration and mutual annihilation
presented in Fig. 5. We will now use our picture of PS
evolution to understand PSS behavior upon collision.
~Fig. 3! PSS are temporally locked to the driving, all stat
have the sametemporal phase. Their relativespatial loca-
tion, however, is arbitrary. Let us consider the schema
representation of PSS phases described in Fig. 2~c!. If two
counterpropagating PSS meet while in their rapid propa
tion phase@Fig. 2~c!,center#, the interference inherent in th
two opposing rapid lateral flows may tend to effective
damp the fluid motion. Thus, we would expect that if tw
PSS meet during the ‘‘shock’’ phase of their motion, mutu
annihilation will occur, as shown in Fig. 5~a!. If, on the other
hand, two PSS collide when they are in their slowly prop
gating phase@i.e., when the fluid motion is primarily vertical
as in the top and bottom frames of Fig. 2~c!#, the fluid mo-

FIG. 4. Solid squares, the ratio of the maximal plate veloc
Vplate , to the fluid group velocity,vg ; and triangles (d/h) at the
transition to PSS as functions ofac . 0.25,n,6.7 St, 0.1,h
,0.6 cm.
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tions of both interacting PSS will be complementary. In th
case, little interference will occur, and we should expect
PSS states to pass through each other, as in Fig. 5~b!. This
picture is consistent with all observed collisions~typified by
Fig. 5! and is supported by measurements of the maxi

FIG. 5. Head-on collisions of two counterpropagating solita
states showing~right! interpenetration and~left! mutual annihila-
tion. Arrows indicate the points to which the next PSS jump wo
occur. When collisions occurwithin a jump, annihilation takes
place. Full periods of PSS motion prior to the final state are d
played, with 8.4 msec between all subframes except the last w
is separated by a 100 msec interval.
v.
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rtl
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J
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amplitude of the merged fronts at themomentof interaction
~see subframe 4 in Fig. 5!, which are at least 60% larger i
PSS interpenetration than when annihilation occurs. Thus
in Ref. @2#, the outcome of a collision between two PSS
determined by their relative phase at the moment of inter
tion.

In conclusion, we have shown that the unique form
propagating solitary states results from interacting fron
These fronts are created by shock waves, formed as a r
of the interaction of high-amplitude standing waves with t
lower boundary of the system. We have shown that sh
wave formation is a sufficient condition for PSS formatio
This picture both explains both the structure of single P
states and the types of interaction that two colliding PSS
undergo. We still lack a quantitative theoretical descripti
of these states. The absence of both confined and PSS s
in recent simulations of the 2D Navier-Stokes equations@20#
has shown that 3D effects must be taken into accoun
remains to be seen whether these states can be succes
modeled.

J.F. and O.L. wish to acknowledge the support of t
Israel Academy of Science Grant No. 203/99.
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